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THE RECIPROCAL OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION OF

INFINITE ORDER AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF

THE ZEROS OF ITS SECOND DERIVATIVE1

BY

JOHN ROSSI

Abstract. Let/be a real entire function of infinite order whose zeros together with

those of/' are all real. It is proved that (1//)" has an infinity of nonreal zeros. The

location of the zeros of/" and (1//)" is also investigated. The result complements a

finite order result of Hellerstein and Williamson.

Introduction. A long open question of Pólya [8, 9] asks whether an entire function

/ which has, along with each of its derivatives, only real zeros must have one of the

following forms

(1.1) f(z)=AeB\

(1.2) f(z) = A(el" - eid)

or

(1.3) f(z) = Azme azl+hz][(l -—\ez'a-

n \        an I

where A, B are complex constants, a > 0, b, c, d and the a„ are real, m is a

nonnegative integer and 2„ a~2 < oo. Functions of the form (1.3) are said to belong

to the Laguerre-Pólya class.

For / of finite order, the question was answered affirmatively by Hellerstein and

Williamson [3] who needed only to assume that /, /', and /" had only real zeros. For

/real (i.e. z real implies/(z) real) and of infinite order with /and/' having only real

zeros, an affirmative answer was obtained by Levin and Ostrovskii [7] and Heller-

stein and Williamson [4]2 when they proved that /" must have infinitely many

nonreal zeros. Williamson has informed me that he, Hellerstein and L. C. Shen have

recently found an affirmative answer to Pólya's question in the last remaining case

when/is nonreal and of infinite order.
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In their proof of Pólya's conjecture for / real and of finite order, Hellerstein and

Williamson found a specific relationship between the growth off and the number of

nonreal zeros off". To be precise we make the following definition.

For each integer p 3* 0, denote by V2p the class of entire functions of the form

f(z) = exp(-az2P+2)g(z)

where a > 0 and g(z) is a constant multiple of a real entire function of genus

< 2p + 1 with only real zeros. That is, g is of the form

g(z) = cz'V*z>Il(l--)exp
n   \ zn'

i+.-.+IÍ-í-
Zn 0\Z„

where c is a constant, misa nonnegative integer, Q is a real polynomial of degree

*s 2p + 1, zn is real for all n, 1p \ zn\~q~x < oo, and q < 2p + 1. Now set U0 = V0

and forp > 1, U2p = V2p - V2p_2. We note that U0 is the Laguerre-Pólya class of

functions.

It was proved in [3] that iff E U2p and/' has only real zeros, then/" has exactly

2p nonreal zeros. Recently, Hellerstein and Williamson [5] found a remarkable

"duality" between the nonreal zeros of/" and the real zeros of (1//)".

Theorem A. Iff E U2p and f has only real zeros, then both the number of nonreal

zeros of f" and the number of real zeros of (l/f)" are equal to 2p.

They also showed

Theorem B. Let F = l/f where f is real entire and of finite order with f and f

having only real zeros. Then

(a) F" has only real zeros if and only if f(z) = exp(az2 + bz + c), a > 0, or

f(z) = (Az + B)",A =£ 0, far some positive integer n.

(b) If f has infinitely many (real) zeros, then F" has infinitely many nonreal zeros.

By the assumption on the number of zeros of / in Theorem B(b), it follows from

Rolle's Theorem that /" has infinitely many real zeros. So for / of finite order, with

infinitely many (real) zeros both the number of real zeros of f" and the number of

nonreal zeros of (l/f)" are infinite. Seen in this light, Theorem B(b) can be

considered another "duality" result.

To understand the importance of Theorem B(a), one must understand Pólya's

notion of final set for a meromorphic function g.

The final set S(g) of g is the set of all limit points of all the

zeros of all the functions g, g', g",... ,g(n),_It is understood

that z0 E S(g) if g<n)(z0) = 0 for infinitely many values of n.

Pólya has described the final sets for meromorphic functions in [10]. When

applied to meromorphic functions g with only real poles, his result can be stated as

follows:

The final set S(g) of g is the set of perpendicular bisectors of the

segments joining (distinct) consecutive poles.
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This says that for a meromorphic function g with only real poles and at least two

distinct ones, g(n) must eventually have nonreal zeros for n large enough.

This fact together with the solution of Pólya's question for entire functions

prompted Hellerstein and Williamson to pose the following:

Problem. Characterize all meromorphic functions F with only real poles such that F,

F' and F" have only real zeros.

Theorem B(a) solves this problem for a real meromorphic function of the form

F — l/f where / has finite order and shows that if F has at least two distinct poles

then F" will have nonreal zeros. Thus already by the second derivative the zeros are

beginning to approach Pólya's final set.

This may lead one to hope that all solutions to Hellerstein and Williamson's

problem have at most one distinct pole. Hellerstein's simple counterexample F(z) =

tan z shows that this is not the case. Some indication that tan z and its translates

may be the only counterexamples is investigated in Theorem 4.

It seems reasonable to ask whether Theorems A and B extend to functions of

infinite order. The following theorem shows that the restriction of finite order may

be removed from Theorem B.

Theorem 1. Let f be a (constant multiple of a) real entire function of infinite order

with f and f having only real zeros. Then (l/f)" has infinitely many nonreal zeros.

As mentioned before the assumptions of Theorem 1 imply that /" has infinitely

many nonreal zeros. Thus in conjunction with Theorem A, we may ask whether

(l/f)" has infinitely many real zeros. By taking/(z) = exp(ez), we see that the

answer is indeed no. Hellerstein, in written communication, asked whether the

answer might be yes if it is further assumed that / has infinitely many zeros. The

following theorem shows that again the answer is no.

Theorem 2. There exists a real entire function f of infinite order with f and f having

only real zeros such that f has infinitely many zeros but (l/f)" has no real zeros.

In proving Theorem 2, two examples will be constructed, one of "high" infinite

order, that is,

(1.4) logT(r,/)^0(/-logr)        (r - oo)

and one of "low" infinite order, that is,

(1.5) logT(r,/) = 0(rlog/-) (r -* oo).

Here and throughout this paper, we use the standard symbols of Nevanlinna

theory: T(r, /), m(r, /), and N(r, /). Also we will denote by X(f) the order of a

meromorphic function /,

M/) = lmTl0g,r(r'/).
' log/-

r->oo °

The next results show where the zeros of /" and (l/f)" are located if / is of

infinite order and satisfies (1.5) and a slightly weaker version of the conclusion of

Theorem 2. Roughly speaking, these results show that the behavior of f(z) = exp(<?z)

is "nearly" archetypical. In order to state the results clearly we introduce the
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following notation. For e arbitrary, 0 < e < w/2, set

Dx={re«:r>0,\8\^-e},

(1.6) D2= lre":r>0, | + e<0«ir-e),

D3 = jre's:r>O,7r-l-e<0«-y-e},

and the complementary regions

Ex = [re'e:r>0, |fl-w|<|-e},

(1.7) £2= {re'9:/->O,e<0<|-e),

£3 = ire'9: r > 0, - | + e < 0 < -ej .

Finally, set

3 3

(1.8) D=(jDk   and   E = \J Ek.
k=] k=]

We may now state

Theorem 3. Let f be a (constant multiple of a) real entire function of infinite order

with f and f having only real zeros. Assume that f satisfies (1.5) and that (l/f)" has

only finitely many real zeros. Then either D or E contains only finitely many zeros off"

and (l/f)".

Corollary 3.1. Let f be as in Theorem 3. Furthermore, assume that f has only

finitely many zeros. Then only finitely many zeros off" and (l/f)" lie in Dx U Ex.

(It should be noted in Corollary 3.1 that the assumption on the reality of the zeros

of/and the finite number of zeros of/' together with Rolle's theorem imply that/

has finitely many zeros as well.)

It is shown in [4] that if/is real entire with only real zeros and satisfies (1.5), then

(1.9) ¿(z) = *(*)*(*)

where <p is real entire, X(<p) «s 1, and xp is real meromorphic and maps Im z > 0 to

the upper half plane. Then since /' is assumed to have only real zeros, /"//' may be

written as

(1.10) Ç(z) = 4>x(z)xpx(z)

where <px and xpx correspond to <i> and xp in (1.9). If in addition we assume as in

Corollary 3.1 that/' has only finitely many (real) zeros, then by construction xpx is

rational. We may now state

Corollary 3.2. Let f be as in Corollary 3.1. Furthermore, assume that f has at

least one zero. Then given a E C, there exist only finitely many solutions to <px(z) = a

in Dx U Ex.
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Our final result concerns functions mapping Im z > 0 to the upper half plane.

Theorem 4. Let xp be any real meromorphic function mapping Im z > 0 to the upper

half plane. If xp' and xp" have only real zeros, then X(xp) =e 1.

Theorem 4 is of interest since Hellerstein's counterexample F(z) = tan z maps

Im z > 0 to the upper half plane. Theorem 4 says that if xp, xp', xp" have only real

zeros and xp maps Im z > 0 to the upper half plane, then xp "grows" like tan z.

I would like to thank Professors Simon Hellerstein and Jack Williamson for

suggesting the problem solved in Theorem 1 and for bringing to my attention Pólya's

notion of final set.

2. Preliminaries. The following theorem of Levin and Ostrovskil [7] allows us to

limit our attention to functions of infinite order satisfying ( 1.5).

Theorem C. If all the zeros of f(z) are real and the zeros {ak}k of either f"(z) or

(l//)"(z) are such that 2* | Im(ar') |< +oo, then (1.5) holds.

(It should be pointed out that in [7] this theorem is stated with no mention of

(l/f)"■ However, by the remark preceding §3 in [7], we see that their Theorem 1

holds for l//as well as for/. Since

(!//)'_    /'

(1//)"  "/'

the conclusion in their Theorem 2 is still valid for/.)

By Theorem C, we see that in our Theorem 1, (1.5) may be assumed without loss

of generality. Therefore for the rest of this paper unless otherwise stated / will

represent a function satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and (1.5). In seeking a

representation for/'//, denote by {ak}k the distinct zeros of/and enumerate them

as follows:

(2.1) • • • < ak_x < ak < ak+x <  ••• ( — oo < a <k< u < + .oo, k finite).

By Rolle's theorem, /' has at least one zero in each interval (ak, ak+x). Choose

exactly one zero and denote it by bk. Then

(2.2) ak < bk< ak+x    for all k.

Also order the aks and bk's in such a way that

(2.3) b_x<0<ax.

Now set

(2.4)       xp(z)

Z~K    TT     /  1  - Z/bk \ ¡f      -  J.
-   11       -¡-;—    , if CO— +00,
z - a0 k^Q \ 1 - z/ak j

Z~K TT     I (1 - */h) \ -,      ̂ ,7-w-r 11     7:-;—H,    ifco<+oo.
(z - aQ)(aa - z) k*o \ (1 - z/ak) )

If / has no zeros, set xp(z) = 1, if it has only one distinct zero ax, set xp(z) =

(ax — z)~\ and if/has only two distinct zeros ax, a2 (ax < a2), choose a zero bx of
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/' in (ax, a2) and set

(z-bx)
XP(Z)

(z- ax)(a2- z)'

We have the following lemma [6, pp. 308-309].

Lemma 1. Let xp(z) be a real meromorphic function. Then xp(z) maps Im z > 0 to the

upper half plane if and only if

(2.5) xp(z) = cxpx(z)L(z)

where xpx is of the form (2.4), c > 0 and L(z) has one of the following forms

l,z- ¿V, b„ - z,(z- ba.)(ba - z)       (ba. < aa, b„ < aa).

Hellerstein and Williamson show in [4] that

(2.6) (/'//)(*) = *(*)+(*)

where X(<¡>) < 1 and xp has the form (2.4).

The following lemma, whose proof may be found in [6, pp. 310-311] gives an

alternate representation of xp(z).

Lemma 2. Let xp(z) be real meromorphic. If xp(z) maps Im z > 0 to the upper half

plane xp(z) may be written

(2.7) xp(z) = yz + S+  2Ak(-±--±)
k=a \ak        Z akJ

where Ak > 0, y > 0, S is real and ~%k=0LAk/a2k < + oo.

We now state three technical lemmas concerning the growth of xp(z). A sketch of

the proof of Lemma 3 may be found in [5]. The proof of Lemmas 4 and 5 use

standard techniques and may be found in [11].

(2.8)

Lemma 3. For all z E C — R, we have

W(z)\  „    i
lmxp(z)\      |Imz| '

Note that Lemma 3 implies that for 0 < e < w/2,

0
£<«>

uniformly as | z | -» oo, e < | arg z | < it — e. The next lemma improves this result for

functions xp with only finitely many zeros and poles on the positive axis.

Lemma 4. Let xp have finitely many zeros and poles on the positive real axis, then for

0 < e < it/2,

(2.9)

uniformly as | z | -» oo, | arg z | < tt — e.

^
0
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The Carathéodory estimate for functions mapping Im z > 0 to the upper half

plane [6, pp. 18-19] states that there exist positive constants cx, c2 depending on xp

such that

(2.10) c2|sinö|r_1 <|t//(z)|< cJsinöfV       (r > 1, 0 J* 0, n).

The next lemma improves (2.10) for functions of the form (2.4) with co < + oo.

Lemma 5. Let xp be of the form (2.4) with co < + oo. Then for 0 < e < it/2,

(2.11) \xp(z)\=0(l)       (|z|-»oo,|aigz|<ir-e).

It should be noted that the obvious analogues of Lemmas 4 and 5 hold if xp has

only finitely many zeros and poles on the negative axis instead of the positive axis.

The next lemma is a kind of converse to Lemma 2.

Lemma 6. Let xp(z) have the form

1 100 /

(2.12) Hz)=2Ak[-
k=\ \akk=\

where all the ak's are distinct and positive with ak < ak + x, lim^^cz^ = +oo and

Ak > Ofor all k. Furthermore, suppose

00    A

fc=l   Q*

Then xp(z) is meromorphic in C with simple poles at the ak and maps Im z > 0 to the

upper half plane.

Proof. The proof that xp is meromorphic is standard and will be left to the reader.

To see that xp(z) maps Im z > 0 to the upper half plane simply note that

1
00 /

Im(>Hz))=  %Aklm  -
k=\ \akk=\

(2-13) S /   a,, -z    \ » A=  1 ^imí-f*—Ï-) =(lmz) 2
fc=i \\ak-z\¿j k=x

k

k=\ \\ak- z\   i k=x   \ak - z\2

Since Ak> 0 for all k, the result is obvious and the proof of Lemma 6 is complete.

The last two growth lemmas are needed in the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of

Lemma 7 is an easy growth argument while a sketch of the proof of Lemma 8 may

be found in [5].

Lemma 7. Let Tl(z) be a canonical product of genus p with only real zeros. Let e > 0

and let

G= {z = rei8:r>0,e<\0\<<iT- e).

Then

(2.14) nf(0 = o(rP)        (|z|=r -> oo,z G G).
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Lemma 8. Let g(z) be a real entire function of genus 0 or 1 with only real zeros. If

g(z) has infinitely many zeros, then for y real and for any positive integer n

(2.15) lim   \g(iy)\ \yf = oo.
[y|-*oo

3. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 depends heavily on the following

theorem due to Edrei [1].

Theorem D. Let h(z) be meromorphic with all but finitely many of the roots of

(3.1) h(z) = 0,

(3.2) h(z) = oo,

(3.3) h("\z) = l        (n^0,hm = h)

lying on the radii

(3.4) re'Ui,re,"\...,re"*i       (r > 0)

where 0 =£ co, < co2 < • • • < uq < 2tt (q > 1).

Assume that the roots of one of the equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) has a finite exponent

of convergence p. Define

(3.5) ß = sup
- co,     co3 - co2 co9+] - 0.

where co?+, = 2-77 + co,. Then X(h) is finite and either

(3.6) p = X    or   p<X^ß.

Two additional lemmas are needed for the proof of Theorem 1.

Set F = l//and recall the assumption of/stated at the beginning of §2.

Lemma 9. If F" has only finitely many nonreal zeros, then it has infinitely many real

zeros.

Proof. Assume that

(3.7) F" has only finitely many real zeros.

By (2.6) and the fact that /' has only real zeros we have

(3.8) /'//=**

where cf> is in the Laguerre-Pólya class, X(<p) < 1, and xp is of the form (2.4).

Since

(3.9) F/F =-/'//,

Rolle's theorem, (3.7)-(3.9) and the interlacing of the ak's and bk's ((2.1) and (2.2))

imply that <p has finitely many zeros. Thus,

(3.10) <j>(z) = eazP(z)

where a is a real constant and P(z) is a polynomial with only real zeros. By an

argument in [4, pp. 500-502], it is seen that since/has infinite order

(3.11) «^0.
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We assume that

(3.12) a<0.

The argument when a > 0 is analogous. The argument mentioned in [4] shows that /

and/' have only finitely many zeros off the negative real axis.

Assume for the moment that

(3.13) M/'//)**-

Once (3.13) is established, the lemma is proved as follows, using the techniques of

Nevanlinna theory. By (3.8) and (3.10)

(3.14) T(r,eaz) = m(r,eaz)^m(r,jy4:m[r,±;)j +mir,^\.

By the Carathéodory estimate (2.10) on xp we have m(r, l/xp) = 0(logr) (r -» oo).

This together with the rationality of l/P and (3.14) give

(3.15) T(r,eaz)^m(r,f'/f) + 0(logr)        (r -» oo).

But by (3.13), this means X(eaz) < 1/2. This is a contradiction since a =£ 0. Hence

(3.7) is false and the lemma true.

Thus it remains to verify (3.13). To do this, note first by (3.8)—(3.10) that all but

finitely many roots of the equations

(3.16) F/F' = 0,

(3.17) F/F'= oo,

lie on the negative real axis. Furthermore,

<->     (£)'—(£)(£)—(*)(£)-••

Now

(3-19) l = 0-(I)(f)^0.

To see this suppose z0 is a zero of / of multiplicity m. Then z0 is a pole of F' of

multiplicity m + 1 and therefore a pole of F"/F' of multiplicity one. Thus

(///')(zo) ■ (F"/F')(z0) ¥= 0 and (3.19) is true. Therefore (3.18) and (3.19) imply

(3.20) (£)'=1 _(£)=„.

Thus by hypothesis and assumption (3.7), we have that the equation

(3.21) (F/F')'=l

has only finitely many roots. By (3.16), (3.17) and (3.21), we may use Theorem D

with p = 0 for (3.21) and ß = {- and obtain X(F/F') < {. But since X(F/F') =

X(f'/f), (3.13) is true and the proof of Lemma 9 is complete.

Lemma 10. Assume F" has only finitely many nonreal zeros. Then

(3.22) X(/7/)<l.
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Proof. We have that all but finitely many of the roots of (3.16), (3.17), and (3.21)

lie on the real axis. Then in the notation of Theorem D, ß = 1. We need only show

that the exponent of convergence p for the roots of equation (3.21) satisfies p < 1.

To do this we use an argument found in [5]. (See the authors' summary after

(3.35).) Let {ß„}„ be the distinct zeros of/'//enumerated in the same way as in (2.1).

By (2.4) and (2.6) we see that this sequence is made up of the bk's and the distinct

zeros of <f>(z) (which are real since/' has only real zeros) not contained in {bk}. We

call any interval (ß„, ß„+x,) which contains no zero of/ an atypical interval of the

zeros off'/f. If/'//has a least zero ßa and the interval (— oo, ßa) contains no zero

of / then (— oo, ßa) is called a semi-infinite atypical interval. A similar definition

applies when/'//has a greatest zero.

For / of finite order, Hellerstein and Williamson in [5] were able to locate all the

real zeros of F". Clearly real zeros of F" arise from multiple zeros off'/f. The only

other real zeros of F" occur in atypical intervals of the zeros of /'//, exactly one in

each finite atypical interval and at most one in each semi-infinite atypical interval.

This result depended on the fact that <i> was a polynomial satisfying

(3.23) (*'/*)'<0    (for x real, $(jc)¥=0).

In the case considered here <f> is in the Laguerre-Pólya class and thus has the form

(1.3). An easy verification shows that any such function satisfies (3.23) as well;

hence, the result in [5] applies here.

Bearing in mind that multiple zeros of F'/F are zeros of <|>, these considerations

show that p(F"/F') < p(<p) where p(F"/F') and p(<p) denote the exponents of

convergence of F"/F' and <p respectively. By (2.6) X(<p) < 1 and so p(F"/F') <

p(4>) *£ X(4>) < 1. By (3.20) we have p < 1 and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume F" has only finitely many nonreal zeros. Let

{"ík)a~X De me subcollection of the distinct zeros of F' = (—f'/f2) such that yk is

the left-hand endpoint of a finite atypical interval ordered as in (2.1) with k finite

and — co «£ a' < k < co' — 1 *£ + oo. If co' — 1 < + oo, we denote by ya, the right-

hand endpoint of the atypical interval (yu--x,yu-). By the argument in [5] just

mentioned, it is easy to see that there is exactly one zero 8k of F" in each interval

(yk,yk+x). Construct xp0(z) in exactly the same way xp(z) was constructed in (2.4)

with ak replaced by yk, bk by 8k, a by a' and co by co'. Clearly by Lemma 1, xp0 maps

Im z > 0 to the upper half plane.

The aforementioned argument in [5] together with (3.23) shows that the 8k account

for all but possibly two of the real zeros of F"/F'. Then since F" is assumed to have

only finitely many nonreal zeros, F"/F' may be written in the form

where P is a polynomial containing the finitely many nonreal zeros of F" and the

two possible zeros of F" in the semi-infinite atypical intervals, g is real entire with

only real zeros and xp0 maps Im z > 0 to the upper half plane and is of the form

(2.4). We will now show that our assumption on the number of nonreal zeros of F"

and representation (3.24) lead to a contradiction.
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First, we show that

(3.25) M*)<1.

To see this we note that by (3.24) and the standard estimates of Nevanlinna theory,

(3.26) m(r,g)<m(r,P) + m(r,xp0) + T(r,Ç} + 0(l)       (r -» oo).

The first two terms on the right-hand side of (3.26) are 0(log r); the first since P is a

polynomial, the second since xp0 satisfies the Carathéodory estimate (2.10). Now

(3.27) T^Ç^n^Çj+N^Çy

Nevanlinna's lemma on the logarithmic derivative [2, p. 36] and (1.5) imply

(3.28) m(r'^r) = °(rioèr)       (r "»«>)•

Since

(329) H=U7fY _L
K'    } F'       (/'//)       /'

(3.30) <2A(r,^J +A(r,-^

3r(r,=Ç) +0(1)       (r-»oo).

Thus (3.26)-(3.30) imply

(3.31) m(r, g) < O(rlogr) + 3T(r, f'/f).

Lemma 10 and (3.31) now yield (3.25).

Notice that on the imaginary axis

(3.32) |g('>)|>*i>0       (\y |>y0,kx >0 constant).

This is clear if g has infinitely many zeros since by (3.25) and the fact that g has only

real zeros, Lemma 8 applies. If g has finitely many zeros, then again by (3.25) and

the fact that g is real entire

g(z) = e«zPx(z)

where a is real and Px is a polynomial (?,? 0). Clearly (3.32) holds in this case.

Furthermore by the Carathéodory estimate (2.10) for xp0 we have

(3.33) |TTj(<>)|^/c2|.y|        (k2>0, constant).

Thus (3.24), (3.32) and (3.33) give

City)(3.34)

where k3 is a positive constant and d — degree P.

*3l/+I        (M>.Vo>0)
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On the other hand representations (3.29) and (3.8) give

(3-35)
FT(iy) j(iy) + j(iy)-4>(iy)Hiy)

^('»ll'/'O»!- (iy) £<»)
By (3.8), <p is in the Laguerre-Pólya class with X((f>) < 1. Thus

(3.36) <p(z) = eaz+/3U(z)

where a, ß are real and n is a canonical product of genus 0 or 1. Applying Lemma 7

to n with p = 0 or 1 we obtain from (3.36)

<P'
(3.37)

By Lemma 3

(3.38)

<t>
(iy)

*'
('»

o(\y\)      (bhoo).

o(l)        (b|-oo)

and by the Carathéodory estimate (2.10) for xp

(3.39) hKôOI^M"        (H>Ä. *4 >0, constant).

Since we have assumed that F" has only finitely many nonzero zeros, Lemma 9

implies that F" has infinitely many real zeros. By the correspondence between the

real zeros of F" and the zeros of <p, <f> has infinitely many zeros as well. Since cf> has

genus < 1, Lemma 8 implies

(3.40) \<P(iy)\*0(\y\")       (\y\^oo)

for any positive integer n. Then (3.35)-(3.40) give

(3.41)
F"

r(iy) *0(\y\»)        (bl-oo)

for any positive integer n.

Clearly (3.41) and (3.34) are incompatible and thus the assumption that F" had

finitely many nonreal zeros is false. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.

(a) Construction of f with high infinite order. Define/(z) as follows

f(z) = h(sinz)

where

?!- 1
h ( z ) = z exp(4 I

di

with Tz any path from 0 to z.

f(z) can then be written as

(4.1) /( z ) = sin z exp d dl
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Since (ez — T)/z is entire, so is/(z). Furthermore, a computation gives

(4.2)
/

(z) — exp(sin z)cot z.

Now / has only simple, real zeros. Also (4.1) and (4.2) show that / satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 2. It is evident from (4.1) that f(z) grows on the order of

exp[exp(ez)] and thus log T(r, f) i= 0(rlog r) (r -* oo).

If F = l/f, another calculation gives

(4-3)
F" ,   v      cos2 z[sin z — exp(sin z)] — 1
~^T\Z) — -:-F sin z cos z

Since cos2 x > 0 and sin x < exp(sin x) (x — Rez), (4.3) implies that F"/F' has

no real zeros. Also, since

F'
— (z) = -exp(sin z)cot z,

all the zeros of F' are simple. Thus F" has no real zeros.

It should be noted that Theorem 1 insures that F" has infinitely many nonreal

zeros.

(b) Construction off with low infinite order. First define

(4-4)

with

(4.5) xp(z) 2
n=\

h(z) = -^iL)
z

log««

0°gaJ loga„

where an > 1 and an < an+ x for all n, an -* oo as n -» oo,

(4-6)
-I     an

n= 1       "

<  + CO,

and

(4.7) + 00,    for all p > 0.2   Cog O
n=\

(Note that the sequence {n2 + l}f satisfies all these conditions.)

Then xp(z) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6 and

(4-8) Res[/i(z),logan] = -
exp(loga„)

logo«

loga«
1.

Thus h(z) is meromorphic with all residues equal to one. This means (see [12, p.

340]) that there exists an entire function/(z) with simple zeros at {logan}f such

that

fj(z) = -e~xp(z).

We notice that log ax is the smallest pole of xp(z). Since xp(0) = 0 and 0 < log ax,

Lemma 1 gives

xP(z) =CZxPx(z)
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where c > 0 and xpx(z) is of the form (2.4). Thus

(4.9) (f'/f)(z) = -cezxpx(z).

Now /'// is in the form (3.8) insuring that /' has only real zeros. Furthermore, / is of

infinite order. Indeed, by (4.7), its zeros have an infinite exponent of convergence.

By (4.9) <p(z) in (3.8) has the form

(4.10) cfc(z) = -cez.

Thus by (3.8) and (4.10) f'/f has no multiple zeros and in the terminology of [5],/'//

has no atypical intervals. Hence, according to the summary after (3.35) in [5]

mentioned before, F" has no real zeros.

By (4.9) and an argument in [7, pp. 336-337], logT(r, f) = O(rlogr) (r -* oo).

The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete.

5. Proof of Theorem 3. The hypothesis of Theorem 3 implies that (3.7) holds and

therefore (3.8), (3.10) and (3.11) hold. We assume throughout that

(5.1) a<0

and prove that only finitely many zeros of /" and (l/f)" lie in D. An almost

identical argument for a > 0 shows that only finitely many zeros of /" and ( 1 // )"

lie in E.

We first prove the statement regarding the zeros of /". As was mentioned in the

proof of Lemma 9, (3.8), (3.10) and (5.1) imply that/and/' have only finitely many

zeros off the negative axis. Thus (3.8)—(3.10) yield

(5.2) (f'/f)(z) = e«zP(z)xP(z)

and therefore

I/',
(5.3)

/
(re") = exp(arcos6)\P(re'e)\ \xp(rei6)\

where xp has only finitely many zeros and poles off the negative axis and satisfies

(2.4) with co < +00. Let z = re'6 E D2 U ZJ>3. Then z is bounded away from the

negative real axis and so by the Carathéodory estimate

(5.4) \xp(re,e)\^ kx(sin e)r~x =kr~x

where kx > 0 is a constant and k — kx sin e. Letting d = degree of P, (5.3) and (5.4)

give

(5.5)
/

(re") k exp orcosl — + e) Jj j   i (r>r0).

Since a < 0 and cos(w/2 + e) < 0, (5.5) implies

(5.6) (*) oo (|z|-> oo, z ED2 U D3).

Let z = re'9 E Dx. Since xp has only finitely many positive zeros and poles, xp

satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5; hence

(5.7) \xp(rej6)\= 0(1)        (r^oo,re'eEDx).
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For re" E Dx, (5.3) and (5.7) give

I/'
(5.8)

/
(re") Cexpl arcosl — — e) \rd       (r > rx,C > 0 constant).

Then since a cos(7r/2 — e) < 0,

(5.9)

Notice that

hence, by (5.2) we get

(5.10)

Clearly

(5.11)

and by Lemma 4

=Ç(z)-0        (\z\->oo,zEDx).

f" = (f'/f)'   |  /'.
/'       (/'//)       /'

Ç(z) = « + ̂ (z)+^(z)+^(z).

(£)<«>
= o(l)        (|zhoo)

(5.12) T>> o(l)        (|z|-> oo, z GD = Z), U Z>2 U Z>3).

Thus (5.6) and (5.9)-(5.12) imply

(5.13)

and

(5.14)

f"
jr(z)^a<0       (|z|-> oo,z E2),)

f"
f
-(*) oo (|z|^ oo, z GZ32 U D3).

Since /'(z) 7^0 for \z\> R, z ED, (5.13) and (5.14) imply /" has only finitely

many zeros in D.

Now if F = l//note that by (5.2) and (3.29)

(5.15)
F P       xp       / '

Using an analysis identical to that above, it follows from (5.15) that F" has only

finitely many zeros in D. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Proof of Corollary 3.1. Since/and/' have finitely many zeros, (2.4) implies

that xp is rational. Then for a < 0 (5.3) implies

f
(5.16)

/
(*) oo (| z |-> oo, z E Ex).

Further (5.10) and the rationahty of xp imply

7"
(5.17) f)w oo        (\z |-> co, z G Ex).
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Similarly,

(5.18) (f )(z)^a<0        (\z\-> oo,zEDx).

The result now follows from (5.15), (5.17) and (5.18). For a > 0, the argument is

identical except that (5.17) holds in Dx and (5.18) holds in Ex. The proof is complete.

Proof of Corollary 3.2. Since /' has finitely many zeros and at least one, xpx is

rational with

(5.19) \xpx(z)\= o(l)        (|*|-oo).

As in the proof of Corollary 3.1, if a < 0 (5.17) and (5.18) hold.

Fix a E C. If there exists an infinite sequence {£„}„ E Dx U Ex such that <£,(£„) =

a, then by (5.19) and (1.10)

(5.20) fa,)= \t>ÁU\\HU\ = a-\HU\=o(l)       («-«>)

contradicting (5.17) and (5.18). As in Corollary 3.1, an identical argument holds if

a > 0. This completes the proof.

6. Proof of Theorem 4. Surely we may assume, by a simple translation if

necessary, that zero is neither a zero nor pole of xp. By Lemma 2, xp' has the form

(6.1) *'(*) = ?+  Ï Ak        l
k=a      (z - ak)

where y > 0, Ak > 0, and ak is real for all k. We are assuming xp'(z) has only real

zeros and (6.1) implies that xp'(x) > 0 for all real x =£ ak. Thus xp'(z) has no zeros,

and therefore

(6.2) g(z) = (xp/xp')(z)

is entire with only real zeros. Also

(6.3) g'(z)=l-[xp(z)xp"(z)/(f(z))2}.

Since xp has only real zeros and we are assuming that xp' and xp" have only real zeros,

all the roots of

(6-4) g'(z) = 1

are real. Then (6.2), (6.4) and Theorem D with ß = 1 and p = 0 (since g(z) =£ oo in

C) show that

(6.5) X(s)<l.

Also, since all the poles of xp are simple

(6.6) tf(r,j)=tf(r,^)>JV(r,*).

Furthermore, since xp maps Im z > 0 to the upper half plane,

(6.7) m(r,xp) = 0(logr)        (r - oo)
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and (6.5)-(6.7) give

T(r,xP)<0(logr) + T(r,g)       (r -» oo).

Thus

(6.8) X(xp)<l.

It is easily seen that if in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 4, it is also

assumed that all but finitely many zeros and poles of xp lie on one ray L, where L is

either the negative or positive axis, then X(xp) < {-.

To see this, we need only prove by (6.3) that all but finitely many zeros and poles

of xp" he on L, so that the analogue of (6.4) holds. This is true because xp" has by

hypothesis only real zeros and

" fiA
*'"(*)=  2-k—4        U = Rez)

*=« (x~ak)

has no real zeros. This means that xp" has at most one zero between consecutive

poles of xp and at most one in each of (— oo, aa) and (aa, +oo). Hence all but

finitely many zeros of xp" lie on L.
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